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Topic Web



Curious questions for our topic

› Once again our children
decided on the key questions
for us to discover throughout
our topic such as ‘what do
polar bears eat?

› We make sure to answer all of
these questions as we go
through our topic.



Knowledge Organiser

› With each new topic comes a new knowledge organiser to send home.
This displays the key information and vocabulary for children to learn
with their parents.

› The organisers open up the conversation between adults and children
at home to engage the adults in their children’s learning.



Our literacy journey

› We have used an exciting book this half
term for our writing called ‘The Great
Explorer’.

› We started by acting out Tom’s
adventure through the north pole to
find his dad and wrote a missing poster.
We created a news article for ‘The
Cupernham News', by sequencing and
re-writing the story and created a class
book displaying all the captions to our
favorite pictures.

› We furthered our knowledge on
adjectives this half term as well as
understanding determiners and how to
use time words in our writing.

› We continually practiced using capital
letters, finger spaces and full stops too.



Literacy planning example and outcome



Accompanying subject driver… SCIENCE

› Science has been a big focal point for this topic.

› We have been learning all about animals including different groups of
animals such as mammals and reptiles and animals dietary needs.



Accompanying subject driver… SCIENCE



Accompanying subject driver… GEOGRAPHY

› Geography has also been a big focal point for this topic.

› We have been learning to identify where the north and south pole are on a map
as well as naming natural features. We also bean mapping and studied the five
oceans.



Accompanying subject driver… GEOGRAPHY



Pupil voice on the topic

I loved learning 

all about animals 

and how some 

have a skeleton 

on the outside.

Getting to learn 

about the 

northern lights 

was fun. They are 

beautiful.

I enjoyed our 

book The Great 

Explorer and liked 

Tom’s adventure.

I loved knowing 

how life is 

different in the 

Arctic.


